Helmet Instructions

Visor Opening and Closing
The G3 uses a unique visor mechanism designed to both easily open and close your visor while keeping the visor securely locked when in the closed position. To open the visor, firmly grasp the visor locking plates on each side of the helmet. Pull the plates forward and then rotate the visor up to the open position. To close the visor, push the visor down and it will automatically click home into the locked position. Please note that because closing the visor is so quick and easy, it’s recommended that the visor be locked closed just before exit.

Visor replacement and Care
The G3 Visor is made from 2mm Polycarbonate and features a strong complex curved design and anti-fog coating. To remove the visor, undo all 6 screws from the side plates. When replacing the visor, assemble loosely the visor using both locking plates and 6 screws. Apply a small amount of pressure on the front of the visor so that it sits hard against the helmet and tighten all 6 screws using a small amount of thread-lock (Please use a low strength thread-lock). To clean the visor please use water only and allow the air dry. You can use an extra anti-fog coating and we recommend Fogtech wipes.

Adjusting the helmet cinching strap
Firstly undo the clip beneath the chin and extend the helmet padding at the back of the helmet so that the liner is fully open. Put the helmet on your head and grasping the clip in your right hand pull the webbing horizontally until the helmet is cinched up firmly on your head. If the buckle is unable to be mated or the helmet fit is too loose you’ll have to adjust the fit using the internal line and adjustment disc. Peel the liner at the right side of the helmet near the strap to expose the adjustment disc. You can either shorten or lengthen the adjustment depending on your requirements. Note that any adjustment should be made at this disc and not at the strap buckle. Once adjusted properly the helmet will fit without the need for further adjustment.

Choosing and installing the mouthpiece
The G3 helmet features a unique choice of replaceable mouth pieces depending on your needs. The Slim mouthpiece is used for jumpers who require or prefer the mouth to be visible in free-fall. This option is ideal for instructors or tunnel use. The second is a Contoured mouthpiece used to direct your breath through the front vent of the helmet. This option is ideal for jumpers in humid of fogging conditions. When installing the Contoured Mouthpiece you can adjust the amount that covers your mouth at the front by moving it up or down when mating the Velcro in the center.

Warning.
This is not a safety Helmet. This product offers the wearer NO protection against injury or death. This product is not to be used on motorized or non-motorized modes of transport. Cookie Composites Pty Ltd accepts no responsibility for injury or death that may occur when using this product. The wearer uses this product at their own risk!